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Professor gets contract runaround
The contract of Darrol Bryant,
a professor at WLU was not renewed immediately this year due

to policy

regarding

graduate

work. The professor was not informed of any of these policies.
Professor Bryant, a lecturer in
Religious Studies, said he did not
receive his contract when they
were issued on December 16.
"Since I was not informed of
any serious question about my
returning, I didn't know anything until I approached them.
Then I was informed about the
policy that after teaching here
two years (without a Ph. D.) I
Kad to return to graduate

school."
Bryant went to the department

chairman and the administration and told them he didn't feel
he was being treated justly. He
said their answer about a "breakdown in communication" was
pretty ridiculous.

Bryant said he was concerned
about what this means to the
life of the University and was
rather disturbed by the procedure that his case went through.

When he did receive his contract on December 19, it stated
he would not receive any more
contracts from the University if
he signed it.
Bryant said he had his own
suspicions about what happened,
since it was never suggested to
him that he would only be able
to teach here two years.
Regular policy at this University regarding the hiring and
firing of professors is quite involved. A department will recommend an opening, and then
if it is a replacement the de-

partment involved will go ahead
with interviews. Recommendations go to the Dean, who will
then make further recommenda-

Seminary students get
quarter of library books
Students Council is concerned because "the library seems to have put undue emphasis on the
seminary, all out of proportion to the number of
students in the total population."
The seminary has 25 students, which make up
less than 1% of the 2,555 students at WLU.
Ray Turner, business manager of Council has
compiled statistics on the allotment of books in the
library from the library's annual report for 1967-1968. Of the 122,000 books borrowed from the library, seminary students borrowed 1,490, about 1%»
But the library allotment is as follows:

—8% of all periodicals are allotted to the seminary
—8.2% of the budget is for purchasing periodicals
for the seminary
-—17% of back issue periodicals are ordered for the
, seminary
-—17.5% of the binding budget is for the seminary
-—of 11,483 new books ordered last year, 1,914
a total of 16.5%
were for the seminary
—of 82,861 books in the library, 24% are classed
as books for the seminary.

—

Council has yet to get a rebuttal from Rev. Erich
Schultz, the head librarian, but Turner said he
would not accept an argument that Religious Studies books are necessary because Religious Studies
is a compulsory course.
"Every student is required to take two English
courses and by this criterion, over 50% of the books
should be allotted to the English Department."
Turner added, "even if a large Religious Studies
allotment was valid, it no longer is, as Religious
Studies is no longer compulsory."
Turner is also concerned that the Reserve Room,
which handles 30% of the turn-over of books, has
the shortest hours. According to a library survey,
the hours are acceptable to the students, but Turner
said, "the figures are a little suspect because they
only interviewed those who could be in the library
at the time."

tions to the Vice-President:
Academic. Dr. Healey said the
only reason he would refuse the
recommendation of the Dean and
department head would be if the
budget was too low.
Healey said a professor had
to begin a Ph. D. programme after two years here.
"A Ph. D. means that a person
is competent in his field. It is
not an automatic promotion. We
want him to carry on research
continuously. It keeps classes
more vital." He said promotions
were based on sound academic

reasons.
A contract will not be renewed, said Healey, if a faculty member is found to be guilty of
either incompetence or indiscretion. This has to be proven.
Healey said if a non-renewal
is being contemplated, the department chairman will talk privately to the individual involved

before any recommendation is
made. Then it will go up to the
Dean and the Vice-President:
Academic, who will make in-

quiries. "There was one case
here this year where one professor was initially up for dismissal, but then it looks like he is
settling down," said Healey.
Anyone considered for dismissal will meet with other faculty
members and have a chance to
defend himself, said Healey.

"It is only an exceptional case
when a professor is dismissed,"
he said. "There have been very
few cases, not more than two or
three in the last five years."

In the individual departments,
a non-renewal is considered by
all the members of that particular department. D. Jacques
Goutor said, "The grounds on
which the decisions are made
are professional grounds
for
instance, if someone doesn't
meet our professional expectations regarding either teaching
or publication. No major decisions which affect personnel,
curriculum, or students are
ever made by just the chairman
in this department. Ultimately

—

the decision rests on the cc»
operation of the whole arts college and the whole University to
a lesser extent."
Professor George Durst said
the Sociology department operated on the same principle. He
said there was a problem finding
enough professors. One of the
reasons he gave was the heavier
work load at Waterloo Lutheran
University, although the salaries,
were competitive.
He said there was no Interference by the present Dean or
President in the department
decisions now.
"When Dr. William Villaumer
was President, he interfered constantly in the hiring and firing.
He. decided unilaterally and as
far as I know this is done in no
other school."
'T had that experience with
him. One or two very good appointments were missed due to
his interference. Villaume wasn't
competent to make decisions in
this field."

Robert Thompson defends U.S. in Vietnam
In a lecture on the Far East, Monday,
Robert Thompson, Member of Parliament and sometime lecturer at WLU
said he agreed with U.S. reasons for
being in Vietnam.
He said "the freedom of countries in
the Far East rests on stopping the Communists in Vietnam." He went on to say
the Communists must realize they can't
win the war.
Thompson returned recently from a
visit to most of the Far Eastern countries.
Thompson also dealt with the question of admitting China to the United
Nations. He said Canada must consult
with Eastern countries about policy decisions on China. "Japan was upset
when Canada decided to support
China's entrance into the U.N. These
countries have a vested interest in this
question."
Thompson also criticized the Federal
Government for not dealing with the
Eastern countries. He said "these countries expect us to increase trade and diplomatic connections with them. The
trade emphasis in the past has been
with the provinces and not with Ottawa."
After the lecture Thompson answered
questions on the Vietnam part of his
trip.

He said South Vietnam feels confid-

ent now because of the results of the
Tet offensive. According to Thompson
less than 10% of South Vietnam is under Viet Cong control. He said this is
a direct result of the Tet offensive.
In the question period Thompson became very emotional. He reacted negatively to questions about the role of the
U.S. in Vietnam.

To a question about the freedom of
elections in Vietnam, he said "there was
more freedom in the 1952 election than
some elections in this country."
Thompson insinuated that protestors
don't have any business protesting U.S.
involvement in Vietnam. He said those*
in the Far East know this war is necessary,

j

During the lecture and answer-period
Thompson did not condemn the war 04
criticize its consequences.

Trudeau called
Canadian Castro

—

WASHINGTON (CUPI)
Canada
has become part of the world revolu»
tionary vanguard in the eyes of ona|
member of the U.S. house of represent*
atives.
Labelling prime minister Pierre Trudeau as "the Canadian Castro" Louisianna Democrat John Rarick called on
the U.S. to take action: "We Americans
can perform one function to help
awaken our friends, the Canadians, to
their retrogressive leader
by boycotting Canadian products and cutting
off American finance and investment."
"Simply help the Canadian people
decide who they need the most," Rarick
advised his cohorts, "their American
neighbours, tourism and markets or
Trudeau, Mao, Castro and the Communist grain market."

—

Rarick's proposals, called "too good
to be true" by some Canadian observers,;
were not acted upon by the other re-j

—

presentatives
so the empire rolls 01*,
for a little longer.
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Winter carnival events calendar
SCULPTURES
All groups, residences, and
clubs on campus are eligible to
enter a sculpture in the sculpture
contest being run by Winter Carnival 69. The theme is Klondike

Clubs will be notified later
about the area which will be designated for their sculpture.
Applications close January 18.

CONTEST

Days.
Sculptures will be judged on
ingenuity, effort, workmanship,

An appearance on the television show "The Dating Game"
will be the major prize for Miss
Canadian University Queen.

and artistic endeavor.
If extra snow, ice blocks or
equipment are necessary, Dave
King from Carnival office will
have it delivered free.
Prizes are $50, $25, and $10.

She will also receive an all expense paid trip to Los Angeles
where she will be hosted by the
University of Southern California.
Members of the committee to
select the queen will be: Nancy

Greene,

World

campus for Carnival week and
will be giving free concerts in the
informal settings of the Torque
Boom, Dining Hall Mezzanine, the
West Hall Recreation Room, and
IEI. Crawford hopes to get to
know the students better this

Combined Ski

Champion for 1968; Harold
Towne, world renowned artist and
writer; Claude Baikie, producer-

director with CBC; Joan Sutton,
Canadian fashion authority; and
David Groombridge, Sales Promotion Manager for Canadian Breweries Ltd.
The queen will also receive
about 20 other gifts.

Room 3E5: Free Films of 1966
Players 200, and 1967 Canadian

Grand Prix.
Friday, January 24: free skiing
at Ohicopee from 1:30 to 5; free
buses and free catering; buses

leave TA from 12:30 onward.
Saturday, January 25: Gymkhana starts 11; broom ball game
at 11:30; snowball accuracy toss;
egg throwing contest; four legged race; girl-boy football game;
Lebterman's chariot race; 12:30
car smash; 2 p.m.
Miss Canadian University Queen
of WLU beer mugs as prizes.

way.

He writes most of his material,
but also uses some from Dylan,
Cohen, and Hardin. The pressing
questions of the modern world
are his main subject.

CRAWFORD

SPORTS

Winter Carnival 69 is presenting an exciting new performer
in an exciting new way.
Don Crawford will be living on

Sports

are:

events for the Carnival

Monday,

20:

January

7:30:

THE HONOUR
AWARDS SOCIETY
Is now calling for nominations

FOR GRADUATING STUDENTS

- SENIOR HONOUR AWARD
- STUDENT ACTIVITY AWARDS
- CLASS ACTIVITY AWARDS
and Organizations
- All Clubs
Urged

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

Are

Looking for a purpose in life?
Need a cause?
Looking for a place to do your own thing?

Come to the Seminary

to Nominate Their

or

Active Members,

JOIN THE CORD

Forms in Vice-Presidents Mailbox, S.U.B.
i

WATERLOO
-

1969
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

THEATRE

Starts January 23

Once you see !t yWH never again picture
JAZZUNG!
Romeo& Juliet quite the way you did before!"
-life
>

In The

PARAMOUNTPICTURESi.rwitt

PUBLIC SERVICE OF CANADA

rSSvi

RjancoZeffirellt

Matinee

Tjr*

For

.

Opens 6:30 p.m.

Th»

J

SCIENCE STUDENTS

'""

Durjng the summer of 1969 opportunities for summer employment will
become available for university undergraduates, final year bachelor and
graduate students in:
(

'
[

'

1

' •

© Agricultural Sciences
# Botany
Microbiology
Dentistry
Medicine
# Pharmacy
Veterinary Science
® Zoology
Forestry Science
# Geology
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering
# Mathematics
# Metallurgy
Geography
Meteorology
Mining
Physics, Physics and Mathematics, Geophysics and
Engineering Physics

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

No ordinary love story....

•

1

JOHN MrtNEHV/PAXKEVWOOO/NAIASHAPABRY/ROBERTSTEPHENS/
jK|
IffIANCO BRUSAIi airiMNHO O'AMICO/ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN and JOHN Bflfflflllflltt' J:^=-'

Students interested in working in these disciplines should contact the
nearest Canada Manpower Centre for further kiformation. In many instances Canada Manpower Centres are located on university campuses.

KCHAflo6oodywN/fR/\(yco |ff|f|[[[|/

"'

■■»*

*b«*«^.^b^

RECOMMENDED AS ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

i
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Course dislocations expected from new B.A. programme
Faculty and Administration
members expect dislocation of*
classes when the B.A. programme
goes into effect next fall.
This dislocation will occur if
A large number of students enroll in a course unable to pro*
vide enough faculty members to
teach them.

bility of making present junior
courses senior ones by moving
the present senior courses down

one level.
"The University has to provide
the resources demanded by the
new programs. There should be
a sizable increase in academic
counselling, the faculty should
be here more, and it should be
available to every student," said

"If this happens onoe, we will
know what to expect the next
Healey.
year," said Dr. Basil Healey, ViceThe issue is not closed. Healey
President: Academic. "We will
committee sturecommended-the
either cut the enrolment or have
be in operdying
programme
the
classes,"
larger
ation constantly, possibly beginThe number of professors will ning immediately after registraremain virtually the same, but
tion, and highly qualified high
some departments may need more
school teachers form part of the
spaces to provide for a large numcommittee. Evaluation of the
ber of students. Other departHonours programme could also
ments may not need as many as
begin.
they have at the present.
sees
President Frank
Increase or decrease in a cerrequireof
toe
new
three
effects
tain discipline will force that discipline to examine itself, said ments.
Healey. "The disciplines should
There will be nwre applicabe under constant review." He tions, as more students consider
mentioned the possibility of the coming to Waterloo Lutheran.
The general B.A. degree will
addition of a few interdisciplinary courses, as well as the possibe advantageous to those who

wish to continue into graduate
work. Students can now concentrate in specific areas beyond that_
provided for under the major pre

"It's more flexible and autocratic and there's more room for
personal choice and individual responsibility and initiative," said

Students were in favour be*
cause of more freedom, less
courses, more chance of guidance,
and abolition of certain require-

viously.

Ed

ments.

u

There will be a rearrangement
of department loads. Dean Neale
Tayler (who proposed the new
programme), said he was looking
for an increase in enrolment in
certain areas and was attempting to add staff in the areas
which he felt would need it. "We
generally expect more interest in
the studies. The new programme
should produce better work from
both students and faculty members."
He said, "I hope students will
take advantage of the freedom
to choose and will choose wisely
and build meaningful programmes for themselves."
Student reaction to the new
requirements was generally favorable. Sonne students were quite
enthusiastic. "I think it's fantastic. For toe first time you can
learn what you want to learn,"
said Jean Lapp.

Report due on inter-residence rules
A report by a special committee of Council dealing with student activities in residence at
WLU is scheduled to be published late this week or early next
week.
The committee deals with student life and housing in four
major areas:
1. The philosophy of residence
living.
2. Housing resource.
3. Housing rules and regulations.

4. Co-op housing or regular residence housing.

The Housing Committee is comprised of 18 students and one
faculty member, Dean Nichols,
ex-officio. Head of the committee
is Bob May and Bob McMullen
is head of the Inter-Residence
Council.
The Inter-Residence Council
will be responsible for policy formulation for residence rules. It
will also deal with individual

Medical aid needs help
"The facilities here are not adequate," said Donna Teigen, university nurse. "They won't be un-

til we have more room and a
salaried doctor." The doctor presently caring for university students here gets paid through the
Health Insurance
it's almost
like a private practice.
Mrs. Teigen said students who
needed a doctor are required to
walk over to the doctor's office,
because it is only a short dis-

—

tance.
A temperature is not sufficient
grounds for a doctor's visit to a

residence, she said.
"It is completely up to the doctor's discretion whether or not he
makes a visit."
Mrs. Teigen has called in at
the residences since September
in the case of a student being in
bed for several days. Since Tuesday she is visiting all residences
two days a week to see any student who is not feeling well. Previously, she had to leave the office locked when she went, but

residences and their responsibilities and the role of House Presidents. The role of dons and how
they should be appointed will be

discussed.
Ed Aunger, a member of the
Housing Committee said, "It
should be made as representative as possible."
Bob McMullen, Grad student
and Head Residence of Bricker
St. foresees the IRC as a policy
creating body.
"I can't foresee any reason
why policies brought forth should
not be enacted," McMullen said,
"But certain members of Council have been lobbying against
the IRC and forming biases with,
out living in residence," McMul-

Aunger.

Regina campus still boiling
Russell
Canadian University Press
People who
REGINA (CUP)
advocate censorship usually have
something to hide.

Riddell also says censorship
must be established because the
community is not contributing
enough money to a university

The board of governors of the

No one is willing to discuss the
possibility that the Carillon must

by

George

—

University of Saskatchewan is
blackmailing the Regina campus
student council into establishing
editorial control over the stu-

—

dent newspaper, the Carillon
for the greater good of the university, of course.

fund drive.

be censored because it has been
telling the truth.
j
Within a few miles of the
Regina campus are the legislative buildings of the province of

—

Saskatchewan
and the offices
of Liberal Premier Ross Thatthe
naked
form
of
It's
most
Regina students,
blackmail
the board has even cher. For the
that
means
the
government is
issued press statements about it.
of
their
neighbors
,one
not a
Shut up the Carillon or we won't
very good one.
collect student union fees. No
student union fees, no student
The history of the conflict
union.
between Ross Thatcher and the
Regina campus spans a coupla
According to the board's press
release, the Carillon must be of years, culminating this Octocontrolled because the paper ber when 1,500 students marchlegislature, where they
"has pursued an editorial policy ed to the
confronted
Thatcher and Pierra
clearly aimed at undermining
Elliott
Trudeau
over the inadeconfidence in the senate, board
quacy of the student loan system
governors
of
and the administrain Saskatchewan.
tion of the university."
They got no adequate response
The board has shown no willin fact Thatcher refused U»
ingness to discuss whether or
discuss
the matter publicly at
not the editorial policy is justiall.
fied. Instead, a cloud of supplementary reasons for censorship
The real question at Regina is
of the Carillon have been tossed a political one: the Carillon has
at the public, none of them subdisplayed an unhealthy and positively unstudent-like interest ia
stantiated.
Administration principal W. A. exposing the provincial governRiddell says the Carillon must ment's unfairness to faculty and
be censored to halt a grounds- v students alike, and the governwell of popular indignation ment will not allow it to con;
tinue.
directed against the university.
In retrospect, the Carillon's
Riddell also claims the Carillon must be censored because gravest "irresponsibility" proit's "obscene". He was quoted on bably lay in reprinting the election platform of the Thatcher
the obscenity charge in the Regovernment
a year after the
gina Leader-Post, but he told
election.
this writer in a subsequent interThey should have known that
view the charge was a "red herring".
wasn't allowed.

—

—

—

now she can leave a registered
nurse on duty.
On her visits to residence,
len said.
Mrs. Teigen can recommend an in"Representation will be multicrease in fluids and give lozenges.
McMullen said.
For anything more serious, a visit level and fair,"
The representation will be apto the doctor's office is recomproximately 3 to 1 and will give
mended.
The student who left school last residence students a chance to
talk to administration ait student
week to go to her own doctor, belevel.
the
cause she couldn't get
doctor
here to visit her, is in a Toronto
Bob May, head of the commithospital with pneumonia.
tee said, "Our recommendations
Asked about the doctor's lack would go to Students Council
"People on campus have beof detection of this pneumonia, where there would be nio trouble
come
passage."
their
sensitized about suicides,"
Mrs. Teigen said it was possible in
Dr. Donald Morgencommented
for there to be no symptoms of
"But
Balrecently
May said,
something requiring immediate lard has been giving the IRC a son of the Psychology department. He was referring to the
attention one day, while they hard time."
after
effects of the suicide of a
might be present the next day.
"The committee report is
WLU
student on December 26.
She said the girl had stopped scheduled to come out late in
taking the 'anacin' recommend"Technically speaking he was
the week or early next week,"
ed by the doctor and, since she May said. He hoped the commitnot a student since he had dropreported no other complaints betee would be able to get into ped out before Christmas, but
sides a temperature, could probwork this year and if not, starting
I do not believe in making such
ably have walked over to the doctor's office.
fine differences," added Morgenin September of 69.

.. —

Concern stops suicide

-

son.

Willison Hall is coming down
was too old and almost beyond
A Board of Governor's commitrepair."
fate
of
Willison
studying
the
tee
Miss T. Geisbrecht, Vice PresiHall, recommended "renovation
would not be feasible to the dent: Controller, stressed "This
* building."
does not mean, however, that
KrusWillison Hall will have to be torn
by
report
prepared
The
ehen and Daily, Architects and down immediately."
The committee studying WilliEngineers and Walter Fady, and
son
Hall has had provision made
EngConsulting
Associates, Ltd.,
for
two
additional floors to the
Hall
reported
"Willison
ineers,

new Central Teaching Building.
This will extend the height of
it to five stories encompassing
many "added luxuries" such as
escalators.
Geisbrecht said, "I hope there
will be a new school of Business
and Economics in the not too
distant future. The project is on
the list of building priorities."

He revealed that on the day
previous to the CORD interview
he had received a note from a
student who claimed that thirty
per

cent of his friends were de-

pressed.
Morgenson and Colin McKay,
Director of Educational Services,
met with the student ihat same
night.
Morgenson suggested that students could be just as helpful,
if not more helpful, than pro-

fessional people in these cases.
He urged, "Exhibit concern
about your fellow students. This
is therapeutic."
"The problem is: how much
can we interfere in the students'
tives? They are highly personal.
I cannot go through residence
saying, 'All those who are depressed, follow me," he explained.
Morgenson expressed doubts
about discussing suicide.
"I do not wish to be provocative. Sometimes I wonder if I
should even discuss suicide in
class."

He v*as"~ dismayed with movies
such as Elvira Madigan which
romanticize suicide.
Contrary to common belief, a
Berkely study shows that the beginning of the school year shows
the highest student suicide
although Dee, Jan., and Feb. are
bad for the general public, as
are the spring months.
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Unfair purchasing
of library books
After years of grumbling about the library, something
is being done about it. The number and type of books
in the library has come under public fire.
Going by the statistics compiled by Ray Turner, the
library has been ignoring the largest part of the university body. If his statistics aren't lying, Waterloo
Lutheran University can still be. classed as a seminary
.
school.
But why has nothing been done about this obviously
insidious situation? Where was the librarian while this
atrocity was taking place?
We can hear the complaints now. We expect to hear
those in the library scream foul play with the statistics
and dirty pool in exposing what they will call out of

,

context figures.

We dare them to try.
It is obvious that the 1% of the student body has
been receiving undue attention in the library. It is obvious that no other segment of the student body can be
expected to function efficiently when it has no resource
material with which to work. It is also obvious that the
professors have been put under undue strain in trying
to conduct their courses with insufficient background
material.
Where does the problem lie? We think there are
various reasons for this anomaly.
We think a large amount of the blame must be placed
on the heads of the faculty. We have heard from them
how there are not enough books for their courses. We
have heard how they must use their own books to make
the library even adequate. What we have not heard is
how they have protested to the administration and demanded some change.
The administration seems to have done little in the
past in dealing with the library question. Since it allocates the funds we must assume it has been instrumental in bringing about this discriminatory action. We
expect from them some prompt action on this question.
But we are most disappointed in the students. Not
once, until this late date, has a group of students questioned the operation of the library. We hope this investigation will receive the support of the students and
the cooperation of the administration.

.

Contract time again

Well it's contract time at WLU again, and this year,
like last year, we may have a problem.
Yes friends it looks like in the midst of this happy
community something has run afoul. Again!
Now we don't want to bring back those happy memories about the one and only strike WLU ever had. But
we must admit it does look like the hiring and firing
techniques of this place have not changed appreciably.
Again this year a professor has been given the good
old runaround by the administration for less than clear
reasons. If you think the reasons for keeping Darrol
Bryant hung-up are sufficient then you must necessarily
question the procedure.
Why does it appear that the department head kept
so secretive about the decision? Again! Why does it
appear Bryant was not really made aware of the conditions under which he was hired? Why was it left so late
to tell him of their decision? Because of this Bryant will
have difficulty entering a university for graduate

studies.

What are the reasons for this contract phobia which
the administration has. We have been told they are
doing this so they can increase the number of Ph.D.s
here. But they do not seem to consider the men and
women they hire. In other words the administration appears to feel the end justifies the means.
If anyone cares to look into the files of professor
hiring and firing, we think you will find that the meek
and mild professors are the ones who are allowed to
stay and continue their education,. It is the outspoken
ones who are here today and gone tomorrow.
But far be it for us to even insinuate that something
or WLU.
may still be rotten in Denmark

—

forum
The CORD welcomes letters
from students, faculty and -members of the Administration, but
please remember these things:
All letters must include your
name, address, faculty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors- reserve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
if possible, and submitted to the
CORD office no later than Monday

afternoon.

Goodbye
cruel world

P.S.- A check of the cost of a
bottle of Crown Royal with the
L.C.8.0. sets its cost at $7.85
just one of the facts that the
Cord Editorial writer misquoted.

Don't
believe this

—

Dear Sir:

i Whoever heard of a $5.50 bot-

tle of Crown Royal? (Colour us

The editorial about "The $14,-255.00 Picture Book" in last
week's Cord is at best a joke. If,
as the editorial states, the Keystone uses 'stolen Cord pictures,'
how can the Cord Editor justify
his complaint- that the Yearbook
is a 'clique-centred rogues gallery of two dozen students'?
Come, come, Bohaychuk, really!

stone?

I tried to conquer your-damn
ungrateful self, but at last I was
overpowered and forced to face
the grim facts of reality.

'

Just a short while ago I wrote
a Philosophy Twenty exam, on
which I felt that I had received
an admirable mark. But to my
dismay, I only received the lowest of lowly marks. This is "logically," an indication of my future
success with the mentioned sub,;

jects.

When I think of this, my hopes
and aspirations for any success
dwindles. If I fail where I hope to
excel and gamble on that which
I feel is 'comme si, comme sa',
then I will probably always live
in an uncertain world with nothing great to strive for.
From all of this philosophical
thought I have come to the conI'm
clusion that
I've had it
really cheesed off and just plain

—

—

fed up with this damn situation.
Ypurs,
H. Bongarts,
(No; 7, to the third)

....

P.S. Got to go now
homework tonight

—

lots of

Thompson's magical
mystery tour

amused!)

Are you trying indirectly to excuse previous issues of the Cord
by making a scapegoat of the Key-

Dear Cruel World,
Good Bye.

1969

I had the pleasure on Monday
afternoon of listening to a delightful travalogue on South East
Asia narrated in picturesque Disney fashion by Robert N. Thompson. There is of course a difference, for Disney narrators unlike
Mr. Thompson are apolitical.
I was impressed with the glossy picture book like tour of Laos,

Cambodia, Thailand and South
Even if the Keystone did use
Impressive riems of
Cord pictures
and by the way Vietnam.
Magazine
statistics were
Time
it's about time you realized that
there are no such things, all pics overwhelming. I felt an upsurge
being owned collectively by the of pride at being a Canadian afStudent Board of Publications
ter learning that Canada was the
this is a better policy than that
to contribute and complete
first
of the Cord. The Cord seems to
apartment in a devastated
an
dash off half-true editorials with
area in Saigon.
startling rapidity, never bothering
to check the facts. This year's
It was a great honour to be
yearbook will be 208 pages, not in the presence of the man who
228 pages as you
shall we say had broken bread with President
'quoted?' As for the fact that it Thieu. I really felt relieved for
appears to you to be a picture Mr. Thompson's protection by his
book, perhaps that's just as well, refusal to expose the harsh realiat least that way the Keystone ties of Vietnam, It was hard for
Editorial staff can be sure that me to control my emotions durthe Cord Editorial staff will uning the lecture.
derstand it.
But now that Mr. Thompson is
The only true fact that appeargone and I regret not being able
ed in the article was the fact to thank him for his profound
that when addressing the. stupresentation, I simply had to
dents about the yearbook you write this letter as an indication
stated 'it's yours. That's right! of my deep gratitude. Now I can
The Keystone is a book of memsleep securely knowing that peoories for EVERY student at Luthple like Mr. Thompson are my
eran, and as much it tries to be protectors. I pray each night
as encompassing and unbiased as "God bless America, protector
possible. Can we suggest you try
of the free will of the people of
to be the same.
the world, God bless America for
making Vietnam sate for me and
Marcia Powers,
my son."
Brenda Cooper,
DAVE MacLEOD
Keystone Editors.

—

—

—

'

CAUT on tenure and academic freedom
In toe December 1968 Canadian Association of University
Teachers Bulletin, a report was
published on the Association's
committee of Academic Freedom
and Tenure. In toe report on
the work of this committee Percy
Smith, Executive Secretary outlined problems which arise between toe faculty and the administration of the universities.
He indicated in the report that
there were more cases dealing
with instructors, lecturers and
assistant professors than any other categories. The report says
these are the faculty members
without tenure. It says "the failure to grant tenure is one of
commoner causes of appeal."

Smith said 13 appeals came
from females and 72 from males.
There are 8 categories of disputes
outlined in the report. The leading cause of dispute is termination of contract other than dismissal. The next most -.frequent
is dismissal followed by improper
interference with teaching or research.
Smith said in the report, the

most frequent question dealt with
by the CAUT was faculty members who claimed they had been
"blackballed" by the university
they had left. This caused the
career of the professor to be
jeopordized and in some cases

terminated. Smith said this was
the most difficult question the

CAUT had to \deal with since
"no one can challenge toe right
of an appointments committee to
enquire about the past history
of a candidate whom toe committee is considering."
As a result of these inquiries,
the Association" has stated in a
brief that "a faculty member to
whom tenure is denied, or whose
contract is not renewed, should
have the right to a clear and unequivocal statement of toe reasons
if he asks for it."

—

Smith said such a statement
is not a libellous act. He added
such a statement "would have
salutary affect on the making of
decision in which considerations
that are not strictly academic."
Smith said toe committee made
two recommendations in its report. These were the most frequent observations made by the
committee in studying toe oases.
"One is that every university
ought to make certain that its
medical insurance provides appropriate coverage for faculty
members who may fall prey to
toe physical or mental disorders
that are among the special hazards of academics, particularly
in the midst of the stresses that
arise in toe contemporary uni-

leads to distorted facts and obscured issues. It said this also
hampers the work of the Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure:

Although this digest of the report is brief, it points out two
things. The first is that the CAUT
is one of he most dynamic forces
working for the rights of faculty. This body, with the support
of faculty members, can be one
of the vanguard in the struggle
to democratize toe university.

The second observation is that

toe CAUT is still in toe process

of becoming a respected and
trusted organ in the academic
community. This is shown by the
statistics on the number of cases
it has handled. It is still growing in stature. In time this body
will be strong enough to challenge the most corrupt of administrations.

REFERENDUM
The results of the referendum on the proposed new
constitution, held on January
15 and 16, 1969 are as follows:
Yes
620
79%
No

versity."

Spoiled

The second recommendation
was that faculty members not

Total

publicize

an individual problem
prematurely. The report says this

112

15%

51

6%

783

100%

Approximately 31% of the
eligible students voted.

Friday, January

17, 1969
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Theatre
by Anne Welwood

Peter
and
the
dog

photo by Wilson

The gripping performance of the old man conveys emotion
through perfect control of body and face.

Student creates new theatre experience
Peter and the Dog, which, was
completed in 'the summer of 1968,
.is a new experience in theatre.

The author, Herminio Schmidt,
who is also the director of this
pantomime, and all sixteen members of toe oast are students of
this university. At the Western
Ontario Drama Festival in Hamilton this play was acclaimed
"the most original contribution
to toe festival." Last Thursday
it premiered in Waterloo.

garth

picks flowers with such
grace that a wonderfully flowing

of the play. The fact that the
roles of the four boys are permovement is created. The audi- formed by females detracts nothence is touched as her love of ing from the play. The part of
Peter, played by a girl, Rhoda
Peter is manifested in her performance. Altnough the school Riemser, is one to be loved. Petscene, comprised of a somewhat er finds his way into the heart
stereotyped teacher and four of the audience soon after his
boys, is removed from reality, it first appearance on stage.
blends comfortably with the rest
The colourful transformation

of toe dog into a metaphysical
creature is reminiscent of the
classic theme of Dr. Faustus. Dave
Antflick, in the role of the dog,
evokes shudders from the audience. His movements show a
great amount o* self-discipline.
They are smooth, and although
almost no physical props are
used, the illusion of force, of

,

from the audience reached outs
their hands apparently complete*
ly wrapped up in toe play.)
This is mastery of the actor.
This is dramatic perfection of
the playwright. Herminio says,
"Mime is from within. And although there are techniques in
movement, toe emotion is from
toe heart."

Each scene is accompanied by
its own musical leitmotif. The
dream picture of toe flowejrgirl
floats like defeat* soap-bubbles;
toe Old Man thunders eniphatie*
ally; the dog is transformed finally, accompanied by breathtaking echoes.

Exactly this heart to heart
emotion is felt when the teacher
orders Peter to pet toe dog. PeU
er begs, she orders; he pleads,
she demands
he refuses in
trembling horror. There is struggle. The other boys push him.
The Old Man is raging. He helps
to pull Peter towards the dog.
The control involved is tremen-.
dous. The audience seemed hyp.

—

What a wealth of musical detail this work embraces! Who
would not be touched when, in
toe music, Peter is pulled toward the dog? Who would- remain uninvolved when Peter is
attacked by toe others in, Ms
><
dream?

...

nbtized,

This play is excellent proof
that the spoken word is not the
only way of communicating with
an audience. In fact, after seeing Peter and the Dog for the
first time, it seems that motion
and silence can be a more effective mode of conveying emotion than speech.
The movement of the actors
seems effortless but it is in fact
a gruelling exercise in self discipline and muscle control. The
choreography contributes immeasurably to the prevailing miood.
The dancers move in a convincing
portrayal of wanton drunkenness.
With-his harmonica, Tom Graham, the solo dancer, conveys
the carefree attitude of a medieval market place, and Jill IHO-

The appearance of the 016!
Man best illustrates this forca
even when he is stationary. Emo.
tion is conveyed through perfect
control of toe body and face. It
is strengthened by the effortless
flow of the body. The effect
achieved are both frightening and
beautiful.
~
At one point this becomes especially evident when everyone
in the play turns against little
Peter and the desperate boy
pleads for help. (Several people

It would be unfair to describe
this musical fairytale of Peter's
gripping experience with a dog,
without mentioning the electronic sound-track. Herminio created
in this sound arrangement a completely new idea in musical form.
The sounds illustrate the action
exactly like pictures in a book.
Words are completely unnecessary to convey the feeling and
emotion in the play.

•

strain and of movement are ere»
ated for, the audience to experi*
ence.

by Attkins

The movement is smooth, the illusion of force, of strain and of
created for the audience to experience without; words.

movement is

completely

engrossed.

There was not one actor on stage
who even for a split second lost
the control over his role. The
cast knows and loves its art. This
is evident in their performance.
The play Peter and the Dog is
not work anymore to the members of the cast, but a form of
total expression, a perfect communication to the audience.
This is the first time at Waterloo Lutheran University that
a student has shown such unique
creativity and mastery in writing
a play. Without exaggeration it
can be said that this is the first
time that an unprofessional group
of actors has not only
ed and communicated perfectly
but also stimulated and encouraged deep intellectual discussions
afterwards.
Peter and the Dog is more than
a play. It is a message!

•~Six
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George Haggar, the name has become an enigma around the austre·
halls of Waterloo Lutheran Oniversity. His whereabouts have been
one of the topics of conversation in the tepid atmosphere of the
'l"orque Room. The name is buried among the confused and muffled
babblings of the inhabitants of that intellectual never never land
The Faculty Lounge. In reality, his whereabouts should concern no
one for "Haggar is alive and well and is living in Argentina."
In ~ecent correspondence with the ex professor now exile he expressed his never ending interest in the university, students and society.
The following article is a part of work titled Huberis which will be
published in the Fall and is a systematic critique of his altercati<>n at
WLU and the university in general. His most recent work The June
--,\Yar 1967 will be published in late March.
This article is a critique of student power, faculty and administrative involvement in the radical movement in the U.S. and Canada.
by George Haggar
RADICALISM THREE
STEREOTYPES

There are only three possible
ways of stereotyping the "student radicalism" of the past decade: copulationis.t, co- optionist
and liberationist movements. In
terms of his,torieal perspective
"student radk·a lism" has re·m ained an ern bryonic, inchoate and
incohe'!'ent gr'O'l.IJping of disenchanted, disgruntied, distr,aught
liberal individualists, self-immolating, guilt- ridden middle- class
busybodies, and individual revolutionaries without followers and
aotion-relaied issues. In this article, it is my intention to identify those psycho,~ogical types in
the hope of aiding "radicals" to
discover themselves, thereby reducing the amount of seJ.f-deception and clarifying the p,a,t hs that
have, in fact, be·en pursued and
underlining the path that ought
to be traversed.
It is my contention that "student radicalism" has been defined by its enemies and critics not
by itself or its advocates. It has
not gone beyond the negative
stage of definition. It has had
therefore to relate to issues and
define itself as the opponent
wished H and, as a result, has
remained trapped in bhe "society"
tha,t it rejected. In brief, radicalism has n1ot conve>rted the dialogu·e to an ar.g urnent on i<ts own
terms and therefore has remained on the de.f·e nsive and continues to argue wivhin the context ·
of the "enemy" and under categories conjured up by "establishment" apo~ogists. Indeed, the latter hav'e attacked "radicals" for
being "rebels wi<thout a program,"
as if the radical function were
·the salvaging of the decadent
status quo;
Our typology of radica.Jism copulation, co-·o,ptation, libemtion
- is not ·conceived in isolation.
It corresponds with political, economic, and ethical manifestations
tha,t are evident in society. In the
political realm, system-<>!l'iented
parties lead themselves and their
adherents into believing that
their appcoach is a genuine altorn~tive to the chicane,ry ;l'nd
manipulation of bhe opponent;
tha<t they possess the answer: to
every malaise and
grapple
with it with vi,gor if given the
opportunify though they concede
tihat they live in a wo:rld of "imperfec.Uons." This in-out or cynical broke-age politics is challenged by Laborist (NDP) or social democratic parties in terms
of t·h e professed ideals of political liberalism. At the outset,
the challenge is purist and moralistic, but in due course, the
challengers adopt the trappings
and theatricalism of in-<>ut politics, ~ts types of otl:ganizations,
issues and policies. This will be
done in the name of political exigencies, the necessity of broadening the base of politk·al sup:port and giving a chance for the
people "to elect us." Meanwhile,
this reformist party prides itself
on being the "conscience" of the
nation and contends that i'ts leaders, as individuals de·serve to be
prime rninis,bm's (presidents) etc.
Thus we delineate the cycLe that
begins with socia·l calvinism ant!
ends wi,th the erhic of middle
class babbitry and the pursuit O·f
JX>'Wer and prestige within the
es~tahlished framework, thereby

will

Student radicals dem
but a chance t
co-opted ·into subm
they don't want

obtaining a revamped, more viable and vital system cushioned
by hide-bound conservatives and
undergirded by a multitude of
proliferating agencies · of obfuscation. In sum, there are three pol1tical phenomena: oonservatisrn,
liberalistm and NDPism which
correspond wi,bh three :tJorms of
economic organizations (private
entrepreneurship, co·rJ>Oil'ate huck·
stering, communal and co-op·erative enterprise) and three psychologico-ethica'l types, 1) · the
personaHstic type ( copulationalist) which is a so·rt o.f possessive,
pseudo-alienated, pseudo-indi vi dualist psyoholo.gy, 2) the moralistic type of persoh (ao-optionis.t;)
who is a pragmatic ( opportuni,stic) or e>electric pohtically but
obsess,i ve-compulsive pro<::_edurally and ritualisiioally, 3) the libernationist type - the truly human, self-knowing, soc1ally-mo,tiV1a<ted communital'ia.n.

cliological type, The copulationalist's revolt is cultura·l and as an
esthe<tic revqlutionary he ddsrupts
the apparatus of socialization and
:indootrinatiJon and e,_poses Its
exclusivist dose-endedness. His
"revo,1 ting" existence .is a testament to the inadequacy of the
' system, a remind~r ex£ a possible
~Herna<tive, and a ohaUenge to
authority, bureaucracy and "uniVN'Sa<l pragmatic happiness." He
becQJiles only a threat' because his
response to imperso,nality, anony.
mity, giganticism is individualistic. He fails to grasp the inter·
relationships of SY'St•e ms, institutions and pe·r sonality structur·e s
that alfe needed 1io man the institu<Hons, explain and jus,t ify :-nd
defend them. He understands the
:ideology motiva,t ion and machina.
ii:on . of a McNamara, a Kennedy
or a Trudeau but not as an essential feature of the system of
oppression. However '.' sincere"
the copulationalist is as J! sup.
porter of the system, a believe·r
in its values, a defender of its
''liberties," he is a safe,t y-valve
to help the sys,tem adapt to chang.
ing reality - a victim of tn·e McCarthys, Kennedys and their
"cool" replioas.

COPULATIONISM IS ESCAPISM

Tihe c·o pulationalists -

whe,t h-

er they are hedonists, beatniks,
hippie-s, yippies or known by
some other ti.tle - are of the
same breed and bio-chemistry of
social abiota:tion and individual
escapism. They do, however, feel
tilie oppression and de•s,t;ruc:tive·
ness of t~he swrrounding environ·
ment. Indee,d, they feel beleaguered by a ring of steel, learn
to mano·euver within i,ts confines,
laugh at it, use it, and ge1t H to
s·ponsoll' their trips - emotional
and physic·a l - and publish their
ma·soc,h!&tic outpourings and sadistic vaporings. Howev~. they do
not unde-stand leviathan intellectually and they mc:~ke no effort
to deal wi,th it collectiv·ely except as pacifist exhi1bi,tionists.
They individualize their frus>tl'atiJo,ns, depriva,tions and po·werlessne,ss a~nd seek to overcome them
by drugs, sex 9r ~ults rather than
by analysis of the .root-causes of
tlheir ma1arse and action to uproo<t it. TheTefore, by inc\ina.tion,
emotionad and intellectual persuasion, they are apt .to seek safety by with<kawaJ and th~ creation of privatized communities
where they sha,re individually not
socially, the<reby faj!ing to devel~
group consciousness, . social
identification, and an . all-embraci'l1g critique of society. Thus, in
their sub-cultull'es, oopulationali-sts merely develop .a tbera,pistpatient rela.tion9hip toward each
othe<r, rather than an individually
transcending ideology of'huma·nism. Some aohie<Ve self-knowledge
bwt few, if ,any, ever reach the
liberationist sta.ge. By and large,
most wallow in the oopulationist
stage forever and move with the
dominant currents of_ the time
until they "outgrow" their ado,lescence and "ma,ture" for co-optation into middle class society.
As a result, the copulaiionist is
incapable of thinking in terms
of societal emancipati<on. He has
JHJtle or no interest in anything
that does not affect his person
primarily, aJthough he exto•ls
such ambiguous liberal commodities as family, the ethnic group,
naHon, the wes·t, the world and
mankind. His use of liberal
rhetoric is a declaration of his
jnt·eHectual bankruptcy on the
one hand, and a shield on the
other - a situation that reveals
his aliena,ted se<lf and schizophrenic condition. TheTe is something, ho,w ever, which is revolutionai-y in this 1e·v 1tational psy-

feel tih.at the system-upholders
CIOOsider it a minoc threat or a
mere nuisance a1t ~this stag·e. Although l'ight"wing hyste-ics have
overreacted to the leftist "peril,"
the "mainstream" has kept i·ts
"cool" and compj>sure and proceeded to buy the leftists out.
I rote the fate of Supa in Canada, the . children's crusade in the
USA and tlhe SDS joumalists).
STUDENT POWER .
BREEDS OPPORTUN<tSM

~

CO-OPTATIONISM DISENCHANTED MIDDLE
CLASS LIBERALISM

lr

The oo-optationist is an unsettled, ill-aqapted, middle class liberal whether he caBs himself
socialist, laborist, non-violent de·
mocrat, left-wing or practical
idealist. He aecepts tP,e system
and aims at the et'adicathm of its
"imperfections> He sees 'speeifi~
wrongs an!i ·offers sPecific reme•
dies to correct them. He ~nceive6
of his function and mission in
rerlns of tt:ansoendental mor~Uiy
and judges the, system's . short·
comings from a moralistic pOint
of vie·w. As a no,n,stroot\traVst,
tAle co-optationist denounces fue
system for not living up to its
professed:· ideals, for failing to
give all a ·"sense <O!f belonging,"
for bein·g . too slow to accommodate to people's demands. He attacks the . system for its lack of
democra,tic procedure., fur not ex·
tending democracy to the univerSity (the liberal pa,nacea), the
economy (the socialist nostrum),
social life (the anarchist utopia
of sta,tesle;;~;ness), for behaving
bureaucticaUy (the . ombudsman
syndr1ome of academic liberalism), for elitist authoritarianism
and org.anJzation (·the new leftists, CUS a~nd a few NDP teach- ·
ens and preachers). In brief, . the
oo-CYp,tationist is a reformer no't
a revol utiona·ry, a1thoug.h his critics a·n d opponents will bludgeon
bim with such ter·m s as hothead,
radical, rebel, self-appointed propbe,t, self~styled leader or so-called revolu<tionary. However _- if
the movement develops roots and
g.a ins :tJoUoweN>, i.t will be honoured by such appellations as fore·
j,gn-inspired, directed, controlled,
financed. '!'he leade•r s become
foreign ag·ents, conspira·tors; the
fol1owers, the deceived, the admirers, the naive ide·alists and fellow traveHers (since no · such
language ha-s be•en systematically
used against the •" N ew Left," we

;.I'

The c1o-opta>tionist's revoLt is
po,l itieai and, to some ex,tent, sociaL Tille vevo,lt is a~ainst the
par>ty machine, tihe incompetent
le,ade;rship, the ineffective government, the univers~ty structure,
Clhe bur>eaucratic red-tape, the
lack of democracy, the overweening powers of high business, big
ilabor, bigness. Furthermore, since
co-opta>tionists come from the
middle c1ass or seek to join it,
they have the "objective" media
on their side, th~ gadfly £olumnists, po~·iticians, writers (those
champions of the people need
something to talk about or write
for to remain distinguished in
the public view) and q f,e w maverick pro:fessor.s without Clonsultancies or Foundation fel:~wshi•IJIS.
For these reasons, a revoit of cabals is regarded as a revolution
and to casuai obS!e!l'vevs, Nor'th
America appears to be in a state
of permanent revolt when it is ·
a huge stagnant mocass of system-wol'Sihipper.s who differ on
the ways of kneeling - stric.Uy
on the ritual and symbolic, The
oo-O'ptJa,tiJool.ist's use of J.angua.ge
ronges from COollventional, liberal,
wrbal d.iarmea to Maoism and
Guevarism. The more "Violent"
the J.an.guage, the JnOol'e-' rndicail
the proponent is supposed t'O be.
Upon full"ttheor analysis, i;t. wiU be
discovered that the use of forei·gn vocabulary i<n pa-rticu:l•ar is a
means of i.nti-midating one's superiors with threats of diR ·thin.gs
to oome unless ttley yield to the
"democrntic" wa<Ve of 1Jh.e futwre.
The language of Guevaa-ism a'lld
MaoiS>Ill is pa-rticularly fri'(~hten
ing to pa·rents; r e 1 at i v e s and
friends who wiU be ''alienated"
unless Johnny recovers his sanity
and retuflns to ~ e fold. They,
t!herefore, proceed wi& patience
tJo disabuse him of the ill-conceived no,tions he oos collected
in the classroom,. or from the "radical" magazines or underground
societies. He, in tull'n, demonstra'tes his poten<:y and vitality
by clubbing tihem with more incompr~hensi:ble verbiag,e and exhibHs his knowledge of "dialectics" in the pu:bs to impress f'l·eshettes and obtain' sexual £avours.
RadicaHsm to Johnny is a splendid means of exploitation, distinction, relf-a.ggrandizernent. Nei·ther he nor .bis society knows the
fraudulence of his posturing and
the aciing-<>ui of his neurotic
needs as a big joi•~ on himself
and · his "seniors" who also played the same g<ame in the thirties.
Because adrninist,ra,tol.'s in the academics are aware of these phenomena, they respond with · guard-.
ed negativism initially. If the
"movement'' a.p pears to lJ.e "gert- '·
uine," they try.. Jo dam it· with '
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system-upholders

nuisance at •t his stag•e. Al,g:h r·i ght-wing hyste>rics have
reacted to the leftist "peril,"
"mainstream" has ,.ke·p t its
1" and composure and pro.ed to buy the leftists out.
the fate of Supa in Canathe . children's crusad·e in the
I\ and the sns journalists).
STUDENT POWER
BREEDS OPPORTURtSM
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1e," they try to dam--it· with
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''concessions." If, ho,we·v er, adm.ionistr•a ti·ve dictators are drawn
to the vortex of "conf11onitation"
and vio·l ence breaks out, the reoalci•trants on both sides wiU be
sacrificed (Berkeley, Columbia,
Simon Fraser, San Francisco
Sta·te, etc.) and a more "enlightened" age will dawn for aU. It
is instructive here to rememl>elf
tha·t in the afterma·th ·tJhe "a·g itators" wiH be drafted or expelled ,. the admintstmto·rs pensioned
off to a life of luxury or appointed to edueational commissiO'ns.
FI101rh the stag•e s of c·o pula·t ion
and co-opta,t ion, a few liberationists eme·r ge and form the hard
core of the revolution. In North
America, few, if any, sutvive the
first two stag.es. 'Dhe re(lsons are
not hard to discover: the system
is simply ioo powerful and too
viable; the system-upholders are
uni•ted and weH-equipped w1th
the instruments of sys•te\!11-main·tenance; neither is ex'h austed or
defe·a ted and the true revolutiona•r ies are too few and to•o fe·e·b le
t!o mak·e a successful bid for pow·
er.
LIBERATIONISM IS FR EEDOM
AN D COMMUNICATION
The lihemtionis·ts are the i·noarnation of man's alienated self
and his hope for a kingdom <>f
e•a'l'tthly f,r eedom. 11hey embody
the accumuia•ted wisdom of the
past and ii-~ticulaie man's aspirations for the future. 11hey have
developed an ide()logy bha•t transcends and encompasses the ·p.rereding experience. They do not
cut the umbirlioal ~d and seve·r
themselves from histiOO'ic society:
they form a hdghe<t synth.f(';iS.
'JJhus, we ha·ve elucidated the
stages of inteHectua~ and emo·
tional growth that are required
to produce rev()lution~ry individuals and paX~ties. Let us now apply our typoli()gy . more -speci.fica-1ly to student radicalism;
STUDENT RADICALISM
T HE DESIRE TO SHARE POWER
Studen•t pow ··r, however democratic i!ts professed aims appear
to be, is a co-o.pta>tionist-movement. Its . most "radical" demand
is "partici.p ation" in unive•r sity
g()ve-rnment, (in Quebec, ii advocates student synd~calism or un- ·
ionism on tile La>l>or model,) the
sharing of power as an integral
condituenoy of the · university
oommuni•ty, or · the democratization of the university structure.
Those in author.H:y ha·ve of course,
spurned the offer to he•l p them
govern more effectively. Some,
howerv•er, have recognized the
value of s·tudenot "poa.rticipa•tion,,.
assigned them to unwieldJy, nonfunctional rommivteeB that are
virtually powerless, or co-o.pted
one or two "responsible" students
to secretive pre·s idential councils
or senates. Needless to say, the
university administmtors and bureaucrats a·r e capable of dealing
w1th student power wi•thout losing
one iota of their powe·r or prestig.e. Indeed, they can concede
every s·tudent demand a•n d fin<J_
themselves with enhanced, ra·ther
than diminished power and authority, because the students are
no·t arguing for the abolition or
weakening of l:!he univereity but

:!.

FACULTY IS MANIPULATORSTHE REACnON TO
STUDENT POWER
If student p-ower cannot affect
the university strueture. aot the
centre because most s•t udents are
en route to othe·r institutions,
the professors can do so bec·a use
of their strat·e gic location and
peTmanency in tbe system. But

Seottlt ·

as a class, they are inca,p able of
thoroughgoing revolution. How·
eve;r, since they believe in incremental, imperceptible c h a n g e,
they have l>een u·s ing student
power as leverage to advance
themselves. Like moot despicable,
sma:H--time expJoHers who have
neitheif morality no;r inte•grity,
they have, without compunetion,
sided with the administrators and
persuaded s-ome of them to committee the students to death. As
the educational soldieory otf the
dominant order, th ey know the
loci of power, Hs source, and its
ramifications, they also know
how to exercise p-ower and use
i·t vis-a-vis the student and act
petulantly upon him as if he were
a me·r e object of contempt. The
teaehers, as the middlemen l>e·
tween &tudents, administrators
and society, are the embodiment
of society, and, as such, they in~
still i·ts values, defend ~ts mores
and p·r o-p-ogate its causes. There:llotre, professors, by their vocation, and deed-s are a selfvile
breed of peop•l e who mus•t be
deemed a contemptible lot. As
retailers of "conventional wisdom," they are incapable of emanci-pating themselves and therewith
their environment. As ce-ntral pillars of the university, the professors must cha·n ge first before
structural c:hange becomes conceivable in the univeMi>ty. WWhout radical change in the profession and the thinking of teachers, all talk of change i.s chimeri·
ca-l, uto·p ian, naive. Thus, the
vhetoric of "res·t ructurin-g" by
CU:S and counter CUS reactiooaries (the latter are in the process of organizing a right-wing
movement to challenge CUS) is
marginal and peripheraol, if not
downright deceptive. Fo·r these
reas·o ns, students who are o;r want
to become rad.ic•a ls must aschew
hobnobbing wi.th the establishment. They must reject •the ethic
of "r·esponsibility" and completely shun tthe working for or wi·bhin the system . If they do so as
individuals, they have ipso facto
al>dietaoted in fa·v·our of co-optation. Thus the movement to "re·
fo.r m" the universi,ty, "restructure" it, or " participate" in it,
mus.t be rega,rded as a co-optationist movement of procedural
democracy and no one mus•t be
deluded into believing that students are "redeeming" an-yone
other than themseJves by "l>o·ring" from within. 11he path of co.
opta.Uon leads OJle to the womb
of the old society; the pa·th of
liberation to the crea.tion of a
new one. There~o,re, let liberation be ou-r guide and let those
who seek libeoJ'ati()n adopt the li·
beration of Canada from the
clutches of American imperialism
as their goal by restoring Canadian sove-r eignty and rediscovering a true Canadian alte>rnative
to the Americ•a n behemo·th.

for a sihare in sei!r-government In
areas affe-ctin:g thei·r educational
life. However, this minimal demand wiH not be granted until
and unless students revo1t en
masse, burn down a rew buildings, hang a president or two,
mug a few deans and professors and kill a few rightist and
lefti-st students. Student power
advocates who dare not even
speak this language, will certainly not act on i.t as a poUey. They,
therefore, wHl continue the verbal tug-of-war 'wi-th their deep·lY'
entrenched elders. On tlhe other
hand, assuming that the university, by a sudden iUumination,
aa:e C()nverted to the doctrine of
student powe·r and rec()gnize the
p r inc i p 1e olf "one-man vote"
which will place ·them along with
the pro-f essors in a minodty position (we are a~suming a double
miracle here, for if the presidents and deoa.ns 'accept, the p.rofessors will nO't), no permanent
restructuring of the unive•r sity
will take piace. Even if it does,
it will not be transferred to O<ther institutions i.n society - the
co·rpora.Uon, shop, school, ad
a.gency, ministry, civil service or
whatever · instituUon the graduate will. work for. Student powe·r
:is, the•r ·e fore, doomed to failure
JJO<t only because ()f its specificity and circumscribed ou,tlook but
also bec•auoo ilt is and remains
paTt of the libeml mat·rix of
rea•Hiy. Even if CUS ad!o.p ts syndieation as an ide()logy, (which
is not likely, if the cusi.t es want
to have chap.tel'S on most campuses), at best, all that can be
hoped for is another "autonomous" agency of bure-a ucratism in
tlhis great "pluralist" society.
Moreover, if the universi.t y itself
embraces syndicalism, i.t wiH become merely a self-governing
guild wi•th ma•s ter and apprentice
wo·rking as a pa;rasitic collectivity to further imprison society
in its obscurantist middle classness and hierachical idiooy. Wha·t·
ever i·s do,n e in the universi•t y, O!r
for the un:ive·rsHy, must come
and wiU come from socie-ty, and
the latter, under the reigning
economic O'rder, is no.t on the
verge of democl'acy. 'Dherefore,
the universi•ty will remain an
aut!horitarian, bureaucratic showpiece of corpor-ate capi.t alism and
will oon·tinu.e to funcHon as a
ka·ining centre for the production of clerks to mainibain, enhance, and expand the indus,trial
mac:h ine. H Is thus eviden•t from
the a•bove aCC'<J<Unt that student
J><>wer is a li'beTal co-opota.Uonist
:movemen.t that inteHi·g ent administrators wm advocate, encourage
and use as mea.ns of eX'torting
money fi·om the legisloa,t ors and
taxpoa·y ers to build their "education empires" and walk In glory
as grea't educatons and intellectual b-eacons <>f our time. H()w.
ever, sinoe mOS>t administra•tO!rs
are selected presidents f•()r their
business acumen rnther than inteHectual integrity, we cannot expect them to comprehend and act
to manipulate the ro-optati<>nist
propensity of student radicalism
exce.p t mal-g·inaUy. They, therefore, will continue to think of
the university in terms of its
kadit~onal function as in loco
parentis and defend th-e corp()rate model as the most efficient,
intelli-gible, unoalterahle principle
of universi~y gov·e rnment, and the
be·r d of professors will furnish
them wi,th a;r.guments and will
applaud the·i r firmness, humanity, ·
and b-usines;; manners. H. foHows,
therefore, that even elec:tora•l de·
mocracy Will not be possible in
the university - a meaningless
and procedural ol>fuscation tha•t
has deceived entire nations, genera•tioons and societies.

als ,demand nothing
chance. to be
to submission
,
t ·want power
tlhat the

Pqe

Friday, J.nuary 11. 1M?,
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T HE ALTERNATIVE
To achieve Canada's liberation,
a coalition of the emerging f<>rces
of libe·r ation must be formed on ·
the basis of the third aUernative
in which Caoriada's -conside·r ed appeamnce is that of a highly adV'a·nced colony in the orbit of U.S.
imperialism. This alterna-tive re-'
joots Canada's ro.Je as it traditionally ope·r ates in Britain and
the U.S. contrived allianc,e•s and
repudi·a·tes the defunct "thi·rd
world" ideoa of superciHous mo.r~
alis•ts, bankrupt dic,t ato·r s, and
bourgeois nationalists. The Third
AHerna•t ive is a revolutionary
ideology not fully in being but
in becoming. Only i.t s outline, (lirection and goal are clear. Its strategy, tactics, agents and details
are sketchy and tentative. In this
view, Canada is a stra,t egical land
mass wi·t h grea·t econ•omic p()tential, if detached from imperialism, ean comp·l ei·e the latter's socialistic encir-clement. This is the
his•toric role of Canada and the
contributions Canadians can make
to world ,h.istory. Tberefore, first
-and foremost, the goal of liberation mus·t be liberation of Canada, the Canadian, the libeTation
of man!
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No Big Thing

Hawks lose second league game in 6 seasons
by Joe Fox
The illusion that the WLU Golden Hawks can't be beaten in
their own league was destroyed
last Tuesday night. The Osgoode
Owls came up with a good game
and took the local heroes by surprize by squeaking out a 71-70
win.
In the previous "six seasons the
Hawks had lost only one other
game and usually, humiliated
their 0.1.A.A. opponents. The
team played a much better game
against Saint John Fisher College
last Saturday, but lost that one
too by a score of 85-74 in Rochester, New York.
In the St. John's game both
teams played sloppy basketball in

= RECORDS=
Popular, Classical,
Jazz, Folk, etc.
(Special orders given
prompt attention)

STUDENT DISCOUNT 6n
LPs 15% OFF LIST PRICE

George Kad"well Ltd.

-

Waterloo Square, 744-3712
Fairview Park, 742-1831

the first half and the Hawks had
40-38 lead when the first period
ended. St. John's played a much
improved game after the rest
period and successfully reacted to
the Hawks press by good ball
handling and fast breaks. The
Hawks were also out-rebounded
significantly which also contributed to their defeat.
Sandy Nixon led the scoring
for the Hawks with 21 points followed by Bob Bain with 17.
In Toronto the Owls got off
to a quick start and lead by six
points at half-time. It was a real
heart-thumper in the second half
as neither team was able to take
any kind of a lead. With three
seconds remaining Al Irving, who
keeps in shape when he's not
playing basketball by playing end
for the Argonauts, scored his one
and only point of the game with
a free throw to give the future
lawyers their victory.
The Hawks aren't dead. While
last week's loss seems like a disaster for long-time Hawk supporters, the team still has a good
chance of representing the 0.1.A.A. league in the Canadian
Championships Tournament this
year. Coach Lockhart points out
that the Osgoode game was the
toughest one of the season and

TIM HORTON
DONUTS

that his charges can force a playoff game by winning the rest of
their league games. The Owls are
now 5-0 while the Hawks have a
2-1 record.
The coach is happy with the
performance of some of the
team's rookies but is also disappointed with some of the new
players.

He indicated that there will be
a shakcup in personnel in the
near future.
In the Osgoode game, Sandy
Nixon once again was the leading
scorer for the Hawks with 23
points followed by first year man
Chris Coulthard who hit for 21.
Bob Bain played his worse game
in two years by making only 2 of
16 shots from the floor for a total
of 4 points all night. It appears
that the team's two experienced
guards
Bain and Nixon
are
the backbone of /the team. If
one of them happens to have an
off night the rookies are unable
to take up the slack and the results are disastrous.
The Hawks finally return to
the TA. next week with two
league games on tap. Saturday
night the Voyageurs of Laurentian University are in town and
on Tuesday the Ryerson Rams
provide the opposition for the
Hawks Winter Carnival game.
The Hawks aren't quitters. Let's
show them that the fans aren't
either. Come, out to the games
and help our team avenge the
loss by stomping the Rams and
the Voyageurs.

—

B/ue Moon
HOTEL

OVER 50 VARIETIES
Delicious Fresh Ground Coffee —J-lot Chocolate
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Licensed Under the
Lienor Licence Act

a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

by John Kuti
IN THE BETWEEN
Striding mare, long, stretch the prints through sure

hands, the stride of muscles, the young girl on her back.
Firmness, hard secure, sure and physical like emotions
never were.
The winter had come on slowly. The light snows hafd
dissolved and then frozen in the night, and the clear
ice caught the sunrise and spread the sky colour between
the still hard places in the land; the thaw of the late
afternoon. Except for the rattling oak the trees were
barren, only sorrow could catch in them, only the groan
S
and prattle in the wind for a voice.
She was alone now as in fact she had always known
herself to be, for the last years at least. There are the
girl child and the open heart and the horses that were
sure and gentle and would respond, without question,,
to flee without question, to walk slowly back to thestable, to the people, in the new empty air.
rBefore the two faced lie and the travel and the second
city she whispered love, and the horse striding rejpeated
it's message, ran somehow headlong away, feeling like
forever, more rapid than a heartbeat, and as breathless

tears.

as

Near the old tree she stopped and on the ground srje
began to speak to the duchess face and the brown eyes
that attended while the tears and questions came in her
throat. Her tears grew heavy in a touch of resentment
as the eyes attended and the questions turned to statements. .The.JLarge eyes strayed and, the mares neck arched her head away and pulled the girls hand on
bridle.
The bridle promise broken and then no one attended
as she drew her head around and caught the attention, and rewarded it with a touch, soft, forlock awry,
and it wasn't the same. And she was alone.
v>*«j%e : TSt£te*mehts slowed and a 1form of reality occured
to her as she spoke to the mare as a person, with almost
an apology, eulogizing the calm dumb beast who endured
and still always responded with strength. Because it
wasn't,the same, her eyes went past the mare then, and
her stomach told it as it always told the truth, whether
it was right or not.
She lead the horse beside the heavy coat bundling her
through the cold, the. tan dead grass, the blue grey sky
and the empty beginning of winter. By the other shoulder the sadness followed and eased and eased and became memory behind the impressions of foot and hoof.
It wasn't long it was gone.
For a moment the thought of the people hollowed
hir.
Return was inevitable and it settled with no struggle.
Mare walk, splash sound up to her as she came away.
You re always coming away from something," she
said in a quiet voice. It filled the moment and was almost warm, and the mare was attentive so she explained
briefly about the girl by the tree and mentioned again
the binding of people the mare understood so well It
was all understood. She could tell, and she put her cheek
to touch by the mare's head, and right then she
would
have conceded her peace of mind.
Nearly back she said it again because the sound of- it
was pleasing. And so quietly by the painted fence she
said; You're always coming away from something."

_

LIBRARY SCIENCE SUPPLEMENTAL
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Designed For
Student Who Wants To
SAVE MONEY

Enjoy FLA VOR-PACKED FOOD
TRY OUR DELICIOUS

BIG BARNEY

Two grilled patties of 100% pure beef,
crunehy fresh lettuce, creamy melted
cheese, a tangy pickle and the special Red
Barn savory sauce. It's great!

9 fast service
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Kulture korner
by Don Baxter

THE TELEPHONE
It is unfortunate that at the mention of the woKd
OPERA so many people want to throw up. To most
people on this side of the ocean it conjures up visions of
gigantic women in stainless steel bras, belting their heads
off whether they are supposed to be in love, enraged,
or dying.
This misconception should be challenged tomorrow
when Eileen Shelle returns to campus for a production
of The Telephone by Gian-Carlo Menotti. Because the
work is on such a small scale, (about a half hour long
and with a single principal role), it is classified as a
Chamber Opera (it has nothing to do with the exploits
of an upstairs maid).
Menotti, an American composer-director first presented the work in New York in 1947, where along with
another of his operas, The Medium, became a hit and
moved to Broadway.
The plot is highly satirical concerning the passion of
Lucy, (Everywoman ?) with her telephone to the point
of frustrating her fiance. The dialogue is light and witty.
I would like to stress a few points
the work is in
English, and the balance between music and drama is
slanted towards the dramatic end. Therefore no homework is required to enjoy this one, and since the Cultural
Affairs Committee is sponsoring it, the admission is zilch,
It begins Jan. 18 for the general public as well as Jan.
20 and 21, (Eng. 48), in IEI.

—

Cinema Scope
by Valentine

CAMPUS SOUND-OFF

Shane Belknap
Dorri Murdoch

Do you intend to graduate here under the old or the revised
B.A. program?

Under the new, of
course,
there's no
way I could get my

I think I'll graduate
I really
under both
don't have the vaguest
idea. When they revise
it
I'll graduate.

—

—

language.

Ann Lartgham

—

John Light

Arts I

Hon. Hist. 11l

—

The old I'm graduating this year, unless
I flunk a course. I

I don't intend to
graduate here. (I
don't intend to graduate
there, either).

like the new program but I'm too
old; I've been here

too long.

ISABEL
Isabel a totally Canadian film, has made international
critics aware of the cinematic potentiality of this country.
Yet Canada has a reputation of not caring for its own.
The star of Isabel, Genevieve Bujold, has this to say
about Canadians: "They are mean like children. Always
negative about their artists. Always looking for the black
beast in anything Canadian."
'<.
The success of the movie is due to Paul Almond, the
writer, producer and director. Along with his wife Genevieve Bujold, who plays Isabel, he has created a cinematic masterpiece and with a technical crew and an
acting cast that had their share of amateurs. Almond
gives these reasons for making the movie: "our roots
are where the roots of our ancestors are, and my parents
only thirty miles from Genevieve's on the
Gaspe coast. So I had this idea of taking Gaspe r—
which I've always wanted to photograph, and Genevieve
whom I've always wanted to make a movie with, and
fear
which I've always wanted to investigate, and
put them all in the same pot."
The ideas are spun from this story well: Isabel,
about twenty, returns home from Montreal to a Chaleur
Bay village for her mother's funeral. She is forced to
care for her aging uncle who is alone now longer than
she anticipated because she lost her job in Montreal and
her room-mate in the city found someone else to share
the apartment. There are definite suggestions that there
was a Lesbian relationship between Isabel and her
former room-mate.
The villagers have created morbid and supernatural
stories around Isabel's strange family. It is their rumours
and not reality that instills fear in Isabel. Gradually,
the unpleasant truth about Isabel's ancestors unfolds
before her (and the film audience). Before a backdrop
of sexual perversions, possible murder and definite incest, Isabel must find her place. She knows now why
her uncle wants Isabel, her mother and himself to be
buried together under a tombstone which reads "always
together." It is because her uncle is her natural father.
Isabel must mature and face herself and her ancestory.
Almond brilliantly culminates her acceptance in the last
scene. Having learned about her uncle she runs into the
the "outside figure" of the Gaspe
comfort of Jason
community. By accepting him sexually she embraces
her heterosexuality. Also she accepts her Gaspe ancestory which she had rejected for the city. Jason too had
become a representative of Isabel's family. She embraces
Jason accepting the perversions of her family. Almond
realized this culmination by having Jason become the
man in Isabel's geneology with the framework of a love
scene.
For the suspenseful elements of the film, Almond admits borrowing ghostly spectres from Bergman, sudden
shocks from Hitchcock and sickening repulsion from
Polanski. But his own unique touches are there. In some
of his most frightening scenes we are aware of the bright
sun, the crisp snow and the splendor of the Gaspe. He
has the 200 year old farmhouse which becomes a personality
the creak of its board is its mournful voice. It
alone is terrifying. So is the sound of Isabel's heartbeat
when she becomes frightened. Even barnyard animals
hold terror for Isabel.

.

Hon. Math I,
U of W

Arts 111

I've heard from various
sources that we can't
graduate from the new
system and from other
sources that we can.
On the radio today,
(Jan. 14), it said that
we couldat.

-— —

I have no choice in
the old'system, so I'll
be graduating under the
new system.

Jane Dyck

Doreen Seeram

Arts II

Arts I

I think I'll stick in
the old one, now that
I have my course all
figured out; if I could
change it, I'd change
the courses I'm taking
this year, they're the
worst part.

I only have one more
compulsory subject, so
it really makes no
difference to me.

Anita Forbes

Trudy Stephens

Arts 111

Arts I

—

—

Flip Brush

Eric Clipsham

Classes cancelled at U of Moncton
—

MONCTON (CUP)

Students

at the University of Moncton

have forced their administration
to stop classes as they continue
to hold the science and administration building.
About 125 of the school's 1600
students moved into the building with food and bedding at midnight Saturday night (Jan. 13),
vowing to stay until the federal
or provincial government in-

creases grants to their Frenchspeaking school.

The students, armed with the

building's fire hoses, patrol the
centre in 25-man shifts. They say
arrangements have been made to
replenish their food supplies
when necessary and they will
hold the building until their de-

mands- are granted.
A spokesman said the group
is demanding $32,000,000 from
the federal government over a
two-year period.
"The university received only
$1,002,000 during its first five
years, and we'll only get $2,000,-

000 in the

next two

years.

"The University of New Brunswick (at Fredericton) received
about $22,000,000 in assistance
last year."
The student council and the faculty have both issued statements
of support for „he students' aims,
but have declined comment on
the occupation.
The protest is the second shutdown at Moncton in a year. Last
February a 17-day boycott of
classes was staged to protest increases in tuition fees.

APPLICATIONS FOR

HOMECOMING '69
CHAIRMAN
Anyone interested submit letter of application
to the Homecoming Mailbox
in the S.U.B.
Deadline Jan. 30, 1969

ART CONTEST
Prizes of $60 mi $40.
(or best original work on any subject

.
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Paifl&ngs to become property of
Student! Council for display

Final date for submission, March 15
FOR FURTHER INFO. LEAVE NAME AND NUMBER Nt
JR. CLASS MAILBOX IN SUB

COSTUME RENTAL
For All Occasions

RESERVE

NOW

COSTUMESBY "COHEN"
MRS. DR. MISENER
20 Jones St., Stratford, OnL
Open every day, plus

evenings

till 9:00 p.m.

except Thursday*

PLACEMENT

The following companies will be present on campus during Hie
next few weeks. Prospective graduates who wish to have an appointment with one or more of the company representatives are
requested to arrange an appointment through the Placement
Office, and leave one copy of their resume sheet at the Placement Office at least one day prior to the interview date. Company brochures are available at the Placement Office on a first
come first served basis,

JAN. 21st —TRAVELLERS INSURANCE

—
—— —
——
—
—

Will yon still be sending me
director to think of new projects written down she exclaimed hastily, "No, no, don't put that down
they might want to work on in

by Ulla Lehvonen,

features editor
"Yes, sir, the younger generation is building a different world.
They're not just sitting back and

lloing nothing."

The speaker is a memberntf the
ether generation, the older "generation. What are they like? What
was tfieir world like? What is life
like today, after sixty* ; seventy,
eighty years? A visit to the Waterloo Community Services} Senior
Citizens Drop In Centre tells all.
"Recreation, parks, arena,
Swimming pool, cemetery" reads
the sigh outside the old dark red
brick building. The people inside
are more likely to be using the
first four facilities than the last.
Descending into the basement
via an outside entrance that seems
to be tacked on to the building
as an afterthought, one expects
to find a gloomy underground atmosphere populated \by morose
old people.
However, there they sit, beaming and nodding at you, dressed,
not in traditional black, but in
prints of blue, green, pink, red.
lLaughter fills the air. The high,
shrill shrieks seem to be coming
from young girls, not women of
sixty or seventy. The few masculine chuckles might be heard in
any group of men, gathered to
swap stories. The facilities are
modern and bright.
SEX AND THE OLDER

Baeades, ete*^

Winter Carnival,

—

W*>

GENERATION
Talking with them is eye-opening. Catching scraps of conversa-

tion by "wandering around and
listening while they play cards is

even better.

X

"No, my wife doesn't bite
much. 1 bite her. She heeds new
teeth;"

'
of the

One
women is wearing
Schnikelfritz, a symbol of Kitpinned to
chener's
her blouse. It looks like a snowman.
"Do you take him to bed with

you too?" asksvone of the cardplayers.
"Oh, yes, of course, I cover

him

up."
Hysterical girlish laughter.
When asked by the program

the new year, a dignified old
gentleman replies mischieviously,
"I only get my ideas at night."

All the women turn to his wife
to ask, "What sort of ideas does
he get?"
She blushes faintly, shrugs, and
tells them to ask him.
It happens to be their fortyseventh wedding anniversary that
day.

*
"THE GOOD OLD DAYS?"
He sits in a comfortable corner, watching all the others playing cards. He is impeccably dres-

sed in a blue suit, blue vest,
white shirt and tie.
"You don't play cards?"
"No, I'm the joker around here.
I make fun with the girls," he
retorts, chuckling.
Talk turns to what people today call "the good old days."
"I came to Regina in 1929 from
Hungary. I didn't know the language, didn't know what 'groceries' meant, what 'rent' meant.
I worked scrubbingfhjors for 100
hours to earn $25 to send my kids
to School. They learned some English and asked me why they
couldn't have ice cream like the
other kids at school. We didn't
have a nickel for three months.
In three years I had ulcers. Now
65 per cent of my stomach is
out." He points.
He warns, "Never worry. It
doesn't help; it doesn't bring anything good."

from an old woman," and giggled

FACTORY BOOGIE MAN
Their children are very important to this older generation,
proudly they pull out shiny pictures and worn clippings of their
children's and grandchildren's

successes.
"Yes, my son is a school super-

intendent. My daughter is a tea-

cher. My grandson just got married to her daughter."
The parents made sure of these
successes by guiding their education. Education is constantly

stressed by this generation,

many

of whom did not have an opportunity to receive it thefhselves.
"Education is the .main thing.
If you don't have it today
nothing."
"I only had grade four in the
Old Country. That's similar to
grade eight here: In grade four
we learned all the countries and
capitals of the world. I bet I
could go into grade twelve here
and the kids wouldn't know

them."

.

"I laid down the law in my
family. At seven o'clock I would
ask the children if they had their
homework done. No? Then I'd
just have to say, 'Up!' and they
would go to do it. I told them
there was a boogie man in the factory and that they must work
hard to get an education and then
they wouldn't have to work
there."

"This generation is very lucky.
The depression will never come
again. Today a boy can become
Prime Minister even if his father
ispoor."

What does he think of the current Prime Minister?
"He's okaty, but the females
make him crazy. It's never good
if females force themselves on
men," he warns.
One of the ladies gave her view
on Trudeau.
"What do I think of him? Nothing."

When pressed for further explanation she confided, "He's too
sexy."
Noticing that this was being

"MY TWO WOOD STOVES

..."

What's it like to be living in
Waterloo- and seventy years old?
"I like it. I've lived here for
twenty-six years. Oh, I can't
shovel the snow anymore, and
Grandpa (the government) gives
me $107 for me and mywife and

then takes back five cents on
every dollar, and my wife has to
take pills every hour because of
car accidents she~~~has been in,
but we still have each other, and
we're very happy."
In contrast, he tells of a friend.
"His pension is $107 and he pays
$75 rent. I don't know how he
lives oh the rest. And the pen-

Mr. Roberts

—

University of
JAN. 22nd COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Toronto—Mr. Barrett, lecture room IEI, 1:30 p.m.

1.8.M.
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—

—

—

McARTHUR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Lecture Room IEI, 12:30 p.m.
Registrar Mr. Dando

—
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GULF OIL
Mr. Cronkwright
JAN. 31st —CANADIAN CANNERS
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—
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—
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"I make fun with the girls."

pfcoto by Wilson
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valentine, birthday greetings, bottle of wine?
ti cheques weren't sent out be»"Christmas because they were
ud that the old people would
nd all their money."
mother woman while merrily
ring plans with friends to go
rting the next day, casually
itions, "The only problem is,
t when I go out, the fire in
two woods stoves goes out. I
re no family, but my German
Ipherd is company and I keep
X.»by bringing in the wood for
stoves."
he smiles and passes over that

ject.
IE LOOK FOR HAPPINESS"

Phat do these people do on a
ical day?
hey're very interested in the
-Id. Newspapers, TV, radio play
jimportant part. They discussed
>fc*morning's news, "Ah, Tru|u didn't have the flu at that
jference; he was drunk. He's a
Inger; you can't change him."
Jn TV they prefer to watch
psr shows like Under Attack,
nedies like Family Affair, or
jsicals like Red Skelton.
'We look for happiness," exthe old gentleman.
E was in World War I. I
in Rumania and Russia
anst Catholics like me. We
fer look for fighting and murfon TV."
If my grandfather saw a TV
[would think there were witdays are wonderful

Ins
k"

Many years from now.

BOWLING TOMORROW
The so-called old people go for
walks, out with friends, and often
come to the Drop In Centre or
attend other clubs.
As their program director, Mrs.
Alma Kadoba, expressed it: "They
are a going concern. Anything
but elderly. They plan potluck
dinners, bazaars, picnics, parties,
trips, and our new project is to
try to get the use of a camp after
the summer season is over. They
are growing old gracefully."
Two women are making plans
for the next day to go bowling,
skating, and then to the hospital
to visit someone else.
The lucky ones have a family.
As one put it, "When my wife is
away, I don't know what to do.
When she's here, we talk, we
quarrel, the time passes."
Another was complaining about
her husband, but added, "When
he dies, I want to die also."
Someone quickly said, "No you
don't; life is sweet."
Of the small turnout of twentyeight there that day, there were
only two married couples. The.
others were "single" as the tactful term put it.
One woman had been recently
married to a man she met indirectly through the activities of the
centre. However she was shyer
than a young girl about it.
The living room area of the
facilities contained no couches,
only love seats
When I'm older losing my hair

—

,

...

you still be sending me a

Will
valentine

Birthday greetings, bottle of

wine.
If I'd been out till quarter to
three
Would you lock the door,
Will you still need me, will you
still feed me, when I'm sixtyfour.
You will be older too,
And if you say the word,
I could stay with you,
I could be handy, mending a
fuse
When your lights have gone.
You can knit a sweater by the
fireside
Sunday morning go for a ride,
Down in the garden, digging
the weeds,
Who could ask for more
Will you still need me, will you
still feed me, when I'm sixty-

four.

Every summer we can rent a

cottage

In the He of Wight, if it's not
too dear
We could scrimp and save
Grandchildren on your knee
Vera, Chuck and Dave
Send me a postcard, drop me a
line
Stating point of view
Indicating precisely what you
mean to say
Yours sincerely, wasting away
Give me your answer
Fill in a form

Mine forever more
Will you still need me, will you
still feed me, when I'm sixtyfour.

photo by Wilson

Recreation, parks, the arena and the swimming
pool see lots more action than the cemetery at
the Senior Citizen's Drop In Centre.
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These so-called old people

And they disappeared wearing
their black coats into the swirling
snow, calling to each other about
the next day's plans.
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The $150 Question

Friday, January \fi ja^

-

Questions must be answered and handed in at the Cord Office before January 22, 1969. The person
who answers these questions correctly will receive the editorship of the Cord Weekly for the year
1969-1970. This depends, of course, on whether the Board of Publications thinks you are qualified. If
you can answer the questions you can be editor. Along with the editorship you will receive $150.

1. What was the name of Gene Autrey's horse?
2. What was the "Green Lantern's" greatest

fear?
3. What was Supergirl's cat's name?
4. What was Superman's mother's name? (His
real mother on Krypton)
5. What was Hopalong Cassid/s real name?
6. Who was the princes; on Howdy Doody?
7. Who was the token negro in the Little
Rascals?
S. Who was the goose inventor in Donald Duck
comics?
9. What was the name of Zorro's horse?
10. What is the name of Casper's girlfriend?
11. What was the name of Black Hawk's cook?
12. Who was the female arch rival of Terry
and the Pirates?
13. Where does Mighty Mouse live?
14. What was Tom Terrific's dog's name?
15. What was Gene Autrey's side-kick's name?
16. What was the name of the sergeant in Rin
Tin Tin's company?
17. What does Keemo Sabe mean?
18. What was The Lone Ranger's real name?
19. What was the name of the dog in- Topper?
20. What was Topper's wife's name?
21. What was the name of the couple in the
movie Topper?
22. How were they killed?
23. What was the name of the whale in

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Pinocchio?
What was

the name of the plane in Sky

King?
What was Wonder Woman's magic weapon?
Who is the mischievious one in Thor?
What is the Three Stooge's favourite call?

What was Zorro's father's name?
What was the name of Yancey Derringer's
side-kick?

30. What was and where did he carry his secret
weapon?

31. Where was the home of Cannonball?
32. What was the secret call on the television
version of Lassie?
33. What was Groucho Marx's television show
called?
34. What was the name of the oldest son in
I Remember Mama?
35. Who were Uncle Scrooge's arch rivals?
36. What was the name of the dog in Dagwood?
37. What method of communication did Aquaman use with his aquatic friends?
38. What is the name of the club of rejects of
the Legion of Super Heros?
39. How did Luthor lose his hair?
40. Where did he lose it?
41. Who did he blame?
42. What is the name of the handyman in My
Friend Flicka?
43. What was the name of the animal in Howdy

51. Who drove Miss Brooks to school?
52. Who was Miss Brooks' boyfriend?
53. Who played Gail Storms' side-kick in Oh
Susanna?
54. What was Gail Storms' first television series
called?
55. What was the name of the Invisible Man?
56. What does the Whistler know?
57. Who was the Senator on Aliens Alley on
the radio?
58. Who was the narrator on You Are There?
59. Who was the announcer on Victory At Sea?
60. Who was the narrator of War in the Air?
61. What was the name of the neighbour in
Life With Riley?
62. What was Riley's first name?
63. Who played Grover Cleveland Alexander in
the movies?
64. What was Kay Kaiser's band's name?
65. Who said, "Why don't you come up and sea
me some time"?
66. What was the role of Groucho Marx in

"Duck. Soup"?

67. Who played Pa Kettle?
68. Who played Sam Spade in the Maltese
Falcon?
69. Who played the Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz?
70. What was the name of the chipmunks in
Donald Duck?
71. What were the two names of Popeye's
enemy?

72. Who was Dudley Dorights arch rival?
73. What was Dudley Doright's girlfriend's
name?

74. Name two Mouseketeers that made it big?
75. What were Laurel and Hardy's nicknames?
76. Who was the leader of the Bowery Boys?

77. Who was the soda jerk in the Bowery Boys?
78. What was the name of the leader of the
Space Cadets?
79. What was the name of the arch rival of
Flash Gordon?
80. Who played Flash Gordon?
81. Who was Bob Hope's band leader on his
radio show?
82. What was Ed Sullivan's show first called?
83. Who was
Astair's first dancing

.

partner?

84. Who sang "Shiboom Shiboom ya da da da
da da
."?
85. Who was the male singer on "Your Hit
Parade"?
86. Who was "The-Singing Rage?"
87. What is Fabian's last name?
88. What was Fran's last name in Kukla, Fran

...

and Oily?

89.
90.
91.
92.

Who was the crazy organist of the '50's?
What were Amos and Andy's real names?
What was the Kingfisher's real name?
Wha.t was the name of the corporal on Tha
Sergeant Bilko Show?
Doody?
93. What was Sky King's niece's name?
44. What was Wild Bill Hickok's side-kick's
name?
94. Who was the girl in King Kong?
45. What was the name of Our Miss Brook's
95. What was the name of Tex Ritter's horse?
96. Who was the token negro in Charlie Chan?
principal?
46. What was the name of The Great Gilder97. What was the name of the estate in Tha
sleeve's nephew?
Millionaire?
47. What was the Shadow's real name?
98. What was the name of the philanthropist
48. What was the name of the lawyer in Amos
in The Millionaire?
and Andy?
99. What was Sid Caesar's old show called?
49. What was Amos' job?
100. Who said, "Any one who hates kids and
dogs can't be all bad"?
50. Who was the janitor in Amos and Andy?
In case of a tie, the person who answers questions before a panel of experts and proves his
expertise to the satisfaction of the panel will be declared the winner of the editorship
of the

Cord"

